“Acrow’s detour solutions maintain the flow of traffic and commerce safely through a construction site. Renting is a versatile and cost-effective solution.”

William Killeen, Acrow CEO
GRIDLOCK COSTS EVERYONE TIME + MONEY
Acrow modular bridges keep detour traffic moving throughout construction, increasing safety for workers and motorists while lowering accident rates. Short installation times offer economic efficiencies for businesses and consumers. Versatile and cost-effective, Acrow connects where you want to go.

WHY RENT A DETOUR BRIDGE?
Restore your traffic flow faster using a dedicated Acrow detour bridge. We have a solution to fit your need. Our versatile, modular components are in-stock and ready for immediate delivery.

SOLUTIONS + BENEFITS

- Economical rental solutions
- Accelerated Bridge Construction using prefabricated bridge elements
- Safer working conditions for construction workers
- Increased safety for motorists
- Reduced travel delays result in positive economic impact
- Versatile solutions single-lane to multi-lane bridges

ACROW CONNECTS WHERE YOU WANT TO GO.
Acrow specializes in the design and manufacture of modular steel bridging. We engineer our versatile, prefabricated components for both permanent bridges and rapid response applications such as detour, military and emergency bridging. Our comprehensive service guides you throughout the process. From design through final commissioning, Acrow connects you to the right solution.

CONTACT OUR TEAM
+1.973.244.0080 | detour@acrow.com
acrow.com

ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Safer and more durable design

ECONOMIC SAVINGS
Cost-effective solutions

SAFER FOR WORKERS + MOTORISTS
Separates traffic flow from construction